We study swelling and structural properties of ionic microgel suspensions within a comprehensive coarse-grained model that combines the polymeric and colloidal natures of microgels as permeable, compressible, charged spheres governed by effective interparticle interactions. The model synthesizes the Flory-Rehner theory of cross-linked polymer gels, the Hertz continuum theory of effective elastic interactions, and a theory of density-dependent effective electrostatic interactions. Implementing the model using Monte Carlo simulation and thermodynamic perturbation theory, we compute equilibrium particle size distributions, swelling ratios, volume fractions, net valences, radial distribution functions, and static structure factors as functions of concentration. Trial Monte Carlo moves comprising particle displacements and size variations are accepted or rejected based on the total change in elastic and electrostatic energies. The theory combines first-order thermodynamic perturbation and variational free energy approximations. For illustrative system parameters, theory and simulation agree closely at concentrations ranging from dilute to beyond particle overlap. With increasing concentration, as microgels deswell, we predict a decrease in the net valence and an unusual saturation of pair correlations. Comparison with experimental data for deionized, aqueous suspensions of PNIPAM particles demonstrates the capacity of the coarse-grained model to predict and interpret measured swelling behavior.
Introduction
Microgels are soft colloidal particles, composed of crosslinked polymer gels, possessing internal degrees of freedom that allow them to swell to many times their dry size when dispersed in a solvent. [1] [2] [3] [4] Porosity and compressibility enable microgels to adjust their size in response to changes in temperature, pH, and concentrations of different species. Responsiveness to environmental conditions, coupled with ability to absorb and transport cargo, e.g., fluorescent dye or drug molecules, facilitates applications of microgels to biosensing and drug delivery. [5] [6] [7] [8] In a polar solvent, microgels may acquire charge (ionize) via dissociation of counterions into solution. Salt ions, whether naturally present or added, contribute to the total population of free microions (counterions and coions), which screen the bare Coulomb interactions between ionic microgels.
The elastic properties of microgels have been explored in numerous experimental and modeling studies. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] Experimental measurements of microgel swelling have deployed an array of techniques, including static and dynamic light scattering, optical microscopy, small-angle neutron scattering, and osmometry. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] Suspensions of soft microgels display thermodynamic, structural, and dynamical properties that differ significantly from those of suspensions of hard colloids. [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] Differences in bulk properties are tied to single-particle compressibility and swelling, which are governed by polymer gel elasticity and entropy, polymer-solvent interactions, and -in the case of ionic microgels -electrostatic interactions.
Despite many studies, the complex interplay between elastic and electrostatic influences on the swelling behavior and bulk properties of ionic microgels is still not widely appreciated and is only partially understood. In previous work on thermodynamic and structural properties of microgel suspensions, we modeled ionic microgels as charged, elastic, but incompressible spheres 52 and nonionic microgels as uncharged, elastic, and compressible spheres. 53 Here we combine these approaches to model ionic microgels as charged, elastic, and compressible spheres. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the combined influences of particle compressibility and elastic and electrostatic interparticle interactions on equilibrium thermal and structural properties of ionic microgel suspensions.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, we derive a coarse-grained one-component model of ionic microgel suspensions, in which the microgels are represented as compressible, charged spheres and the solvent and microions appear implicitly through effective interparticle interactions. The model is a synthesis of a single-particle polymer free energy, approximated via the Flory-Rehner theory of crosslinked polymer networks, [54] [55] [56] an electrostatic self energy, and interparticle interactions, approximated by combining a Hertz elastic pair potential 57 with effective electrostatic interactions, derived from Poisson-Boltzmann theory. 58 In Sec. 3, we describe two computational methods -Monte Carlo simulation and thermodynamic perturbation theory -with which we implemented the coarse-grained model to predict properties of ionic microgel suspensions. Section 4 presents results for the equilibrium swelling ratio, volume fraction, net valence, radial distribution function, and static structure factor as functions of concentration. Section 5 summarizes and concludes.
Models

Ionic Microgels
An ionic microgel is a soft colloidal particle, consisting of a cross-linked polymer network swollen by a polar solvent, from which ions (counterions) have dissociated (see Fig. 1 ). Depending on the chemical synthesis, the counterions may originate from the polymer chains or from the initiator in the polymerization. 59 While the distributions of monomers, crosslinkers, and fixed charges depend on the synthesis method, we assume for simplicity uniform average distributions. This reference model can be generalized to heterogeneous microgels with core-shell or hollow structures. [17] [18] [19] [20] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] Assuming random close packing of monomers in the unswollen (dry) state, the dry particle radius a 0 is determined by the number N mon and radius a mon of monomers making up a particle via a 0 ≃ (N mon /0.63) 1/3 a mon . The swollen particle radius a is determined by the fraction of monomers that are cross-linked, the number of fixed charges (valence), and the solution conditions, including temperature, solvent quality, and concentrations of salt and microgels.
We consider N m spherical microgels of valence Z dispersed in a solvent of volume V with N ± counterions/coions. Assuming negatively charged microgels (charge −Ze), global electroneutrality requires ZN m = N + − N − , which equals the number of counterions that dissociate from the polymer chains. In a closed system, the number of salt ion pairs N s = N − is fixed. In the case of Donnan equilibrium between the suspension and an electrolyte reservoir across a semipermeable membrane, the salt concentration of the suspension is determined by the reservoir concentration. Given the average microgel number density n m = N m /V , the dry volume fraction, φ 0 = (4π/3)n m a 3 0 , is defined as the fraction of the total volume occupied by the particles in their dry state. For swollen particles of radius a (swelling ratio α = a/a 0 ), the actual volume fraction, φ = (4π/3)n m a 3 = φ 0 α 3 , can substantially exceed φ 0 and may even exceed the close-packing limit for hard spheres if particles become faceted or otherwise deform in shape. [66] [67] [68] Fig . 1 Schematic drawing of an ionic microgel (large red sphere), with cross-linked polymer chains shown to suggest internal structure, surrounded by oppositely charged counterions (small blue spheres).
In coarse-grained model, microions and polymer chains are implicit.
Coarse-Grained Model
Rather than attempt to explicitly model all monomers and ions in a microgel suspension, we develop a more computationally practical approach that averages over solvent, polymer, and microion degrees of freedom to reduce a suspension of ionic microgels to a system of elastic, charged, spherical particles governed by an effective Hamiltonian that comprises both a single-particle free energy and effective interparticle interactions. The resulting coarse-grained model, incorporating both the polymeric and the colloidal natures of microgels, can be derived from a molecular model by first tracing out the solvent degrees of freedom, leading to the primitive model, with the solvent replaced by a dielectric continuum, and then tracing out the remaining microscopic (polymer and microion) degrees of freedom, leading to a one-component model with microgels replaced by pseudo-microgels.
In the canonical ensemble, with fixed numbers of particles in a volume V at temperature T , the partition function of the system in the primitive model may be expressed as
where β ≡ 1/(k B T ), K is the total kinetic energy of the system, and angular brackets denote traces over polymer (p), microion (µ), and center-of-mass microgel (m) coordinates. The polymer coordinates are internal degrees of freedom of the microgels associated with motion of segments making up the cross-linked polymer chains. In the Boltzmann factor, H m is the single-microgel Hamiltonian, comprising both polymeric and electrostatic self energies, H mm incorporates polymeric and electrostatic energies of interaction between microgels, and H mµ and H µ µ account, respectively, for microgelmicroion and microion-microion interactions.
Since classical traces commute, the trace over polymer coordinates can be independently performed, with the result
where, if we assume spherical microgels of swollen radii a i
is the electrostatic self energy of the fixed charges and
is the free energy associated with polymeric degrees of freedom within the microgels. For uniformly distributed fixed charges, the single-microgel electrostatic self energy is u e (a) = 3 5
where ε is the dielectric constant of the implicit solvent.
To approximate the single-microgel polymer free energy, we adopt the Flory-Rehner theory of polymer networks. [54] [55] [56] In the case of uniformly distributed cross-linkers that divide the network into N ch chains, the Flory-Rehner theory predicts
where χ is the polymer-solvent interaction (solvency) parameter. In Eq. (6), the first term in square brackets combines the entropy of mixing of microgel monomers and solvent molecules with a mean-field approximation for the polymersolvent interaction, which neglects interparticle correlations. The last term in Eq. (6) accounts for the elastic free energy of stretching the microgel network by assuming isotropic deformation, ignoring changes in internal energy associated with the structure of the surrounding solvent, and modeling polymers as Gaussian coils. The Gaussian model is reasonable for chain end-to-end displacements much shorter than the polymer contour length, 65 which implies swelling ratios α ≪ N mon /N ch . Numerous studies 3, 4, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] 47, 48, 69 have established that the Flory-Rehner theory, although originally developed for macroscopic gels, yields a reasonable description of the elastic properties of loosely cross-linked microgels, despite overestimating the solvency parameter. 70 Nevertheless, more realistic and accurate theories of polymer network swelling could be incorporated into the model. 71, 72 Returning to the trace over microgel and microion coordinates in Eq. (2), the term H mm represents the total internal energy associated with effective elastic and bare (Coulomb) electrostatic interactions between microgels. If we assume pairwise additive elastic forces, a practical model of effective elastic interactions is provided by the Hertz potential, 57
whose amplitude depends on the elastic properties of the gel through Young's modulus Y i and Poisson's ratio ν i 57 :
In the case of equal radii (a) and equal elastic constants (Y , ν), the Hertz amplitude simplifies to
For polymer gels in good solvents, scaling theory 73 predicts that Young's modulus scales linearly with temperature and cross-linker number density: Y ∼ T N ch /a 3 . Thus, the reduced Hertz amplitude, B * ≡ β B, is proportional to N ch and is essentially independent of temperature and particle volume, neglecting any dependence of ν on α. The total internal energy associated with pair interactions is then approximated by
where r i j is the center-to-center separation of particles i and j and v C (r) is the bare Coulomb interaction between microgels. The coarse-graining procedure is completed by tracing out the microion degrees of freedom. This step reduces the partition function of the multi-component mixture to that of a onecomponent model (OCM) of pseudo-microgels,
governed by an effective Hamiltonian,
which involves effective electrostatic interactions between the pseudo-microgels. Here K m and K µ are the kinetic energies of the microgels and microions, respectively. If the microion densities respond linearly to the electrostatic potential of the microgels, the effective electrostatic interactions are limited to one-and two-body contributions. 58, 74, 75 Under this approximation, the effective Hamiltonian takes the form
where E V (n m ) is a one-body volume energy and
is the microgel-microgel interaction energy, which combines the Hertz elastic pair potential with an effective electrostatic pair potential v eff (r; n m ). Note that E V (n m ) and v eff (r; n m ) both depend on the average microgel density and consistently incorporate screening of the fixed network charge by mobile microions. Equations (13) and (14) constitute a formal expression of the coarse-grained model of ionic microgels. Although we adopt here the Flory-Rehner and Hertz models for f p and v H (r), alternative models of polymer gels could be substituted. Still required for applications is specification of the effective electrostatic interactions. In previous work, 58 one of us combined the linear-response approximation with a randomphase approximation for the response functions of the microion plasma to derive practical expressions for the effective interactions. The form of the effective electrostatic pair potential depends on whether or not the microgels are overlapping:
Nonoverlapping microgels (r > a i + a j ) interact via an effective Yukawa (screened-Coulomb) pair potential,
where
is the Debye screening constant, which depends on the average microgel density and the salt ion pair density n s = N s /V , and
is the linear-response theory prediction 58 for the net valence of a microgel, defined as the bare valence Z times the fraction of counterions exterior to the microgel. In passing, we note that, since Z net depends on the product κa, and since κ increases, while a decreases, with increasing microgel concentration, Z net depends nontrivially on concentration and swelling ratio. For overlapping microgels, the effective electrostatic pair potential can be decomposed as
where v mm (r) is the bare (Coulomb) pair potential and v ind (r) is the microion-induced potential. In the simplest case of uniformly charged microgels of equal size,
and
withκ ≡ κa andr ≡ r/a. We omit the generalizations of Eqs. (20) and (21) to microgels of different sizes, as they are not needed in the applications considered below in Sec. 4. Within the same approximations, the volume energy takes the explicit form
where n ± = N ± /V are the average microion densities and (23) is the ideal-gas free energy of a plasma of microions in a uniform compensating background, Λ being the thermal de Broglie wavelength. Equations (16) and (22) are straightforward generalizations of the previously derived effective electrostatic interactions 58 to polydisperse suspensions. 48 The coarse-grained one-component model developed above synthesizes previously studied models of incompressible, ionic microgels 52, 58 and compressible, nonionic microgels. 53 Within this comprehensive model, particle swelling is determined by (1) (23)]. In the next section, we describe computational methods for implementing the model.
Methods
Monte Carlo Simulation
To predict equilibrium swelling behavior and thermal and structural properties of bulk suspensions of ionic microgels, we developed a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation method suited to the coarse-grained one-component model described in Sec. 2. We performed constant-NV T (canonical ensemble) simulations of pseudo-microgels confined to a cubic cell with periodic boundary conditions at fixed system parameters: λ B , Z, a 0 , N mon , N ch , χ, B * , φ 0 , and n s . Figure 2 shows a typical snapshot of the system. In a variation of the conventional Metropolis algorithm, 76, 77 our method involves trial moves that combine both displacements and changes in size of the particles. 53 A trial move that simultaneously displaces and swells/deswells a particle is accepted with probability
where ∆U e , ∆F p , and ∆E V are, respectively, the changes in electrostatic self energy [Eq. (5) (14)] associated with elastic and electrostatic interparticle interactions. In summing over particle pairs to update U eff , we applied the periodic boundary conditions to select the image of particle j that is nearest to particle i, which amounts to cutting off the effective pair potential at a distance r c equal to half the box length. For the sizes of system simulated here, κr c ≫ 1, such that finite-size effects are negligible. In practice, we made simultaneous trial changes in the coordinates (x, y, z) and swelling ratio α of each particle with tolerances ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 0.1a 0 and ∆α = 0.05. Through repeated trial moves, the system evolved toward an equilibrium state of minimum total free energy. After initializing the particles on the sites of a facecentered-cubic (FCC) lattice, we executed a sequence of MC steps, each step consisting of an attempted trial move (displacement and size change) of every particle. Following an equilibration stage, after which the total energy fluctuated about a stable plateau, we collected statistics by averaging over configurations and computing equilibrium thermal and structural properties. The intrinsic size polydispersity of the particles was determined by histogramming the swelling ratio and computing the probability distribution, P(α; φ 0 ), which varies with dry volume fraction. For structural properties, we computed the radial distribution function g(r), by histogramming the center-center separation r between pairs of particles, and the orientationally averaged static structure factor from
where q is the scattered wave vector magnitude. It should be noted that our method, since it initializes the particles on the sites of a crystal lattice, can determine only whether the system is unstable toward melting, but not whether the solid phase is thermodynamically stable. Identifying equilibrium phase boundaries would require simulating in a different ensemble or performing thermodynamic integration to compute total free energies. 76 
Thermodynamic Perturbation Theory
To validate our MC simulation method and guide the choice of system parameters, we developed and implemented a thermodynamic theory based on a variational approximation for the free energy. Our approach extends to compressible, ionic microgels an approximation previously developed and proven accurate for charged colloids 78, 79 and for incompressible ionic microgels. 52 Since size polydispersity associated with swelling turns out to be minimal, we consider a suspension of microgels all of the same swollen radius. Combining first-order thermodynamic perturbation theory with a
hard-sphere (HS) reference system, we approximate the constrained excess free energy per microgel for fixed radius a:
where d is an effective HS diameter and f HS and g HS (r) are, respectively, the excess free energy per particle and radial distribution function of the HS system. For a HS fluid, we compute f HS and g HS (r) from the accurate Carnahan-Starling and Verlet-Weis expressions. 80 From the Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality, 80 minimization with respect to d yields a least upper bound to the constrained excess free energy for a given microgel radius. We note in passing that, in contrast to the case for hard charged colloids, the effective hard-sphere diameter for compressible microgels may in principle be smaller than the microgel diameter. The equilibrium free energy per microgel is finally obtained as the minimum with respect to a of the total constrained free energy: (27) where ε V = E V /N m is the volume energy per microgel. The value of a at the minimum represents the equilibrium swollen microgel radius. Although we did not compute the osmotic pressure, we note in passing that this quantity can be computed from the free energy via the thermodynamic relation
where the density dependence of the equilibrium particle size must be accounted for in the derivative. In the case of Donnan equilibrium, the salt density in the suspension n s is determined by equating the chemical potentials of salt in the suspension and the reservoir:
explicit expressions for which are given elsewhere. 52 Practical applications of the theory described above are straightforward. For a given dry volume fraction and reservoir salt concentration, numerical implementation involves three nested calculations: (1) solving Eq. (29) for n s via a rootfinding algorithm; (2) minimizing f (n m , a) with respect to the microgel radius a [Eq. (27) ] via a function minimization algorithm; and (3) 
Results and Discussion
To demonstrate and validate our methods, we studied the dependence of equilibrium particle swelling behavior and bulk thermodynamic and structural properties on the concentration of ionic microgel suspensions. For illustration and comparison with previous work, we chose the following system parameters, corresponding to deionized aqueous suspensions: λ B = 0.72 nm (water at T = 293 K), N m = 500, Z = 500 or 1000, a 0 = 10 nm, N mon = 2 × 10 5 , N ch = 100, χ = 0.5, B * = 1.5 × 10 4 , ν = 0.5, and n s = 0. From Eq. (9), these parameters correspond to Y ≃ 100 − 1000 kPa. In the absence of salt, the screening constant simplifies to κ = √ 4πλ B Zn m . For dry volume fractions φ 0 in the range from 0 to 0.1, we present results computed from averages of particle coordinates and radii over 1000 independent configurations, separated by intervals of 100 MC steps (total of 10 5 steps), following an initial equilibration stage of 5 × 10 4 MC steps.
From simulations of the coarse-grained OCM, we computed the probability distribution P(α) of the equilibrium swelling ratio in suspensions of ionic microgels of valence Z = 1000 over a range of dry volume fractions. As shown in Fig. 3 , with increasing concentration, the compressible particles progressively deswell, and also become less polydisperse, reflected by P(α) shifting to smaller α and narrowing. Interestingly, the narrowing polydispersity trend is opposite that predicted for nonionic microgels. 53 Note that the low degree of polydispersity seen in the simulations justifies our practi- Other system parameters are the same as in Fig. 3 . With increasing concentration, ionic microgels steadily deswell, while nonionic microgels deswell only above particle overlap (φ 0 ≃ 0.06, φ ≃ 0.74).
cal approximation of equally sized microgels in the thermodynamic perturbation theory. Figure 4 shows both simulation data and theoretical predictions for the average equilibrium swelling ratio of both ionic and nonionic microgels vs. dry volume fraction. For ionic microgels, the average equilibrium α increases with increasing valence (from Z = 500 to 1000) and exhibits a rapid decrease with φ 0 , commencing already in the dilute limit. In contrast, nonionic microgels (Z = 0) are much more resistant to deswelling, yielding only at concentrations approaching and exceeding particle overlap (around φ 0 = 0.06). It should be noted that for the chain lengths (N m /N ch = 2000) and swelling ratios (α ≃ 2−4) considered here, the chains are far from fully extended, as required by the Flory-Rehner approximation for the elastic free energy of network stretching.
Our simulation and perturbation theory implementations of the OCM yield equilibrium swelling ratios in near exact agreement at lower concentrations. Small deviations at higher concentrations, beyond particle overlap, may be attributed to approximations inherent to the theory. In particular, the variational approximation gives only a least upper bound to the free energy. Further, our use of the fluid phase expressions for f HS and g HS (r) in Eq. (26) may forfeit some accuracy at concentrations where the reference system is actually a solid.
For comparison, we also show in Fig. 4 previous predictions for the swelling ratio of ionic microgels computed by applying a newly proposed theorem for the electrostatic component of swelling. 81 This theorem -exact in the spherical cell model -relates the electrostatic contribution to the osmotic pressure across the periphery of a permeable macroion to the microion density profiles, which we computed by solving the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation in the cell model. Good agreement between, on the one hand, our simulation and linear theory implementations of the OCM and, on the other hand, the nonlinear PB theory implementation of the cell model provides an important validation of the new osmotic pressure theorem and also justifies the linear response approximation. Relatively small deviations at the lowest and highest concentrations may be attributed to differences between the OCM and the cell model and weak nonlinear screening effects.
In previous work, 81 we also performed molecular dynamics simulations of ionic microgels in the cell model with explicit counterions. Close agreement between the simulation data and predictions of PB theory for counterion density profiles and microgel swelling ratios validate the PB theory, confirming that correlations between monovalent counterions are weak and can be neglected in the systems considered here.
In a complementary illustration of particle deswelling, Fig. 5 displays the variation of actual volume fraction with dry volume fraction. For nonionic microgels, φ is simply proportional to φ 0 at lower concentrations, with nonlinear dependence developing only at concentrations exceeding particle overlap, where elastic (Hertz) interactions become significant. In sharp contrast, ionic microgels are considerably more swollen by their electrostatic self energy and fill a volume fraction that varies nonlinearly with respect to φ 0 -with negative curvature -over the whole concentration range. This sensitive dependence on concentration results from a complex interplay between single-particle free energy and effective electrostatic interactions, including the volume energy and relatively longrange Yukawa pair interactions. Note that any discrepancies between simulation and theory are amplified by the cubic dependence of φ on α.
As ionic microgels swell or deswell, the numbers of counterions inside and outside the particles can vary, thus affecting the net valence Z net . Figure 6 presents our predictions for Z net , computed from Eq. (18), for microgels in a bulk suspension with the same system parameters as in Figs. 3-5 . To interpret these results, it is important to bear in mind that, as φ 0 and α vary, the screening constant κ also varies, as shown in the insets to Fig. 6 . With increasing concentration, as the particles deswell, the fraction of interior counterions rises, thus reducing Z net . Considered as a function of swelling ratio, however, Z net increases with α, since κa decreases with α.
For the systems considered here, Z net λ B /a, a measure of electrostatic coupling strength, ranges from 5-10. The close agreement between swelling predictions from the linearized PB theory implementation of the OCM and the nonlinear PB theory implementation of the cell model (Fig. 4) suggests that nonlinear screening effects are weak here. At stronger couplings, however, such that Z net λ B /a > O(10), nonlinear effects may become significant for ionic microgels, as demonstrated in two recent studies. 36, 82 In such cases, the linearized theory can be extended into the nonlinear regime via charge renormalization schemes that incorporate an effective macroion charge. 47 We note in passing that the swollen microgels considered here are substantially (3-5 times) larger than those modeled by Quesada-Pérez et al. 82 To quantify the variation of bulk structure with concentration, we computed radial distribution functions and static structure factors. Figures 7 and 8 show our simulation data for g(r) and S(q), respectively, for a series of dry volume fractions, illustrating the strengthening of correlations between microgels with increasing concentration. The positions and heights of the distinct peaks indicate crystalline ordering and reveal that the system has retained its initial FCC structure. The height of the main peak of S(q) exceeds the threshold of 2.85 set by the Hansen-Verlet freezing criterion, 83 suggesting that the system is in a stable solid phase. As seen in Fig. 9 , the main peak height grows steadily with increasing concentration. Interestingly, however, S(q max ) plateaus beyond particle overlap. This unusual structural saturation seems to indicate that the soft particles are free to wander around their equilibrium sites, even in a dense crystal structure.
To further test the coarse-grained OCM, we compare with recent light scattering measurements of the equilibrium swollen sizes of loosely cross-linked PNIPAM-co-PAA microgels in deionized aqueous suspensions. 31 Setting the bare valence and dry radius at their respective measured values of Z = 3.5 × 10 4 and a 0 = 50 nm (N mon = 3 × 10 6 ), and treating the cross-linker fraction, x ≡ N ch /N mon , and Flory χ parameter as fitting parameters, we computed swelling ratios and compared predictions with experimental data (using corrected con- 31, 32 (blue squares) for PNIPAM-co-PAA microgels in deionized aqueous suspensions with system parameters Z = 3.5×10 4 and a 0 = 50 nm (N mon = 3 × 10 6 ). Fitting parameters are cross-linker fraction x = N ch /N mon and Flory solvency parameter χ.
centrations 32 : 0.0053, 0.0060, 0.0100, 0.0167, 0.053 µM).
As seen in Fig. 10 , theory and simulation are in near-perfect agreement and the OCM accurately fits the data at least as well as the cell model, which neglects elastic interparticle interactions. 81 It should be noted, however, that the best-fit values of the free parameters may be somewhat unphysical. The fitted value of x is likely lower than the actual average cross-linker fraction, which may reflect differences between the assumed homogeneous cross-linker distribution and the actual coreshell structure of the particles. The fitted value of χ is likely higher than the actual value for PNIPAM in water, which would be consistent with the recently documented tendency of the Flory-Rehner theory to overestimate χ. 70 Increasing x or χ would lower the predicted swelling ratio. Despite these potential limitations, the model at least qualitatively explains the concentration dependence of ionic microgel swelling.
Beyond the swelling ratio, our simulations also yield the radial distribution function (Fig. 11 ) and static structure factor (Fig. 12) . With increasing concentration, the peaks of g(r) and S(q) grow taller and more distinct, reflecting strengthening correlations between microgels. From the heights of the main peaks of S(q), our results suggest that the systems with dry volume fractions φ 0 = 0.003, 0.006, and 0.009 are, respectively, in a disordered fluid phase, on the verge of freezing, and in a solid phase with crystalline order. We emphasize again, however, that our simulation method cannot distinguish between stable and metastable solid states.
Finally, it should be noted that, although we have here applied the coarse-grained model only to salt-free (deionized) microgel suspensions, our approach can be easily applied to salty suspensions with implicit salt ions. For a closed system, the density of salt ions must simply be included in the effective electrostatic interactions, as described in Sec. 2.2. For a system in Donnan equilibrium with a salt reservoir, the salt concentration in the system must first be determined by equating the chemical potentials of salt in the system and reservoir.
In previous work, 81 we showed that, for the system parameters of Fig. 3 , the linear-response theory implementation of the cell model predicts monotonic deswelling of ionic microgels with increasing salt concentration. We expect the OCM to yield similar predictions for the dependence of α on salt concentration.
Summary and Conclusions
In summary, we developed a Monte Carlo simulation algorithm and a thermodynamic perturbation theory for a coarsegrained model of compressible, ionic microgel suspensions and studied the concentration dependence of bulk thermal and structural properties. The model incorporates both the colloidal and the polymeric natures of ionic gel particles into an effective Hamiltonian comprising one-and two-body effective elastic and electrostatic interactions. As far as we are aware, our model is the first to consistently account for both elastic and electrostatic influences on the swelling of ionic microgels in a bulk suspension.
As an illustrative application, we investigated equilibrium particle swelling and structure of bulk suspensions with selected system parameters. Specifically, we computed equilib- rium particle size distributions, swelling ratios, volume fractions, net valences, radial distribution functions, and static structure factors. Close agreement between swelling ratios independently computed from theory and simulation validated our computational methods. With increasing concentration, swelling ratios of ionic microgels decrease more precipitously than those of nonionic microgels, while net valences also decrease monotonically. The simulations further revealed an unusual saturation of pair correlations with increasing concentration beyond particle overlap. To further test our methods, we compared the predicted swelling behavior against experimental data for deionized, aqueous suspensions of PNIPAM microgels. Close agreement between simulation, theory, and experiment supports the predictive power of our approach. The coarse-grained model and methods developed and demonstrated here provide a reasonably accurate and computationally efficient path to modeling swelling and structural properties of bulk suspensions of ionic microgels. The predictions may help to guide and interpret future experiments and may clarify the importance of including particle swelling in modeling ionic microgel suspensions.
The coarse-grained model could be refined by incorporating a more accurate theory of the single-particle polymer network free energy than provided by the Flory-Rehner theory and by improving upon the Hertz theory of elastic pair interactions. Furthermore, the model can be extended to describe microgels with inhomogeneous distributions of cross-linkers and fixed charges. Future work will include computing bulk osmotic pressure and phase behavior, which will require consistently accounting for concentration dependence of the singleparticle free energy and effective interparticle interactions, and incorporating charge renormalization schemes to model more highly charged microgels.
